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Natsamrat – The act of life 

The month of August is generally one of the most colourful periods within the Indian culture. 
As well as holding key events like Janmashtami and National Independence day, it is packed 
with weddings and celebrations giving August a positive and prosperous vibe. However, last 
month also evoked a turmoil of emotions as it marked the release of “Natsamrat”, a Gujarati 
remake of a Marathi movie which was directed by Jayant Gilatar and acted by Siddarth 
Randeria and Deepika Chikhalia. The movie is a tragedy based on the life of a highly acclaimed 
theatre actor who is known to be “The King of Theatre” throughout his career but after 
retirement his life becomes a series of painful and unfortunate events. 

The movie starts on a very positive note by depicting the life of Harindra Pathak, his wife, son, 
daughter and daughter in law who all live together harmoniously. Things soon start to change 
when Harindra decides to take retirement and leaves his beloved stage in the hope that he 
will now be able to live a peaceful life with his wife after years of hard work and sweat. In the 
process, he selflessly hands over all his life savings to his son and daughter, leaving himself 
and his wife almost penniless. Despite his wife’s and best friend’s advise against this, Harindra 
has utmost trust in his children and is adamant that they will look after them without any 
doubt. The troubles begin when his expectations of his children slowly start to wither away as 
they begin to alienate him, making him feel lonely and estranged. It is then that he realises 
that in this selfish world, he can trust nobody but himself and his wife. 

Natsamrat shows how easy it is for our visions and morals to be clouded with materialistic 
desires and how in the speed of life we often get caught up in our own small world and refuse 
to acknowledge the existence of our loved ones. The movie focuses on the disappointment 
the parents face when they realise that they have become a burden rather than a treasured 
part of their childrens’ lives. They are more disheartened by the fact that money is one of the 
crucial factors that drives a wedge in their relationships, whether that is greed for money or a 
misunderstanding related to it. 

When growing up, we require love and care from our parents in order to have a good 
upbringing so it is only fair that in their older age, parents expect the same level of support 
and time they had given for all these years. Parents often forgive their children’s mistakes 
when they are young but when these children blossom into adults, these mistakes are 
considered as conscious actions that could have been avoided and therefore become less 
excusable.  

The movie could not have come at a better time as this month is Paryushan, a time of reflection, 
bringing unity within the community and most importantly seeking forgiveness with one other. 
Let us all take this month to forget the past and focus on the future and what lies ahead. No 
matter what situation we are in or what kind of relationships we have with our parents and 
families, our ultimate aim in this festive month should be to love and be loved by all those 
around us.  

      

           Yatra Desai 
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નટસ$ાટ – (જ*દગીની પાઠશાળા 

આ ઓગ%ટનો મ*હનો આપણા ભારતીય સ6ં7ૃતીમાનંો એક રંગીન સમય છે. જ?મા%ટમી અને 6વતBંતા 

*દવસ Dવા Eસગં તો આવે જ ખરા, પણ એની ઉપરાતં લIનો અને Jશુીનો માહોલ બને છે Dનાથી મ*હનામા ં

Jશુહાલી આવે. પણ ગયા મ*હને રંગીન હોવાની સાથે, િવવીધ લાગણીઓનો ભરમાર હતો કારણકR “નટસTાટ” 

કરVને એક Wજુરાતી *ફYમની રZુઆત થઇ D એક મરાઠV *ફYમ]ુ ં^ુપાતંર છે. આ *ફYમનો *ડરR`ટર જયતં 

aગલાતર છે અને અaભનેતાઓ છે િસbધાથc રાદંRરVયા અને *દપીકા ચીખલીયા. આ *ફYમ એક ક^ુણરસની 

કહાની છે D એક બe ુEfયાત નટ ઉપર છે, D એના કામમા ં“નટ ના સTાટ” કહRવાતા હતા પણ *રટાયરમે?ટ  

પછV એની gજhદગી ઘણી પીડાદાયક ઘટનાઓ બની jય છે. 

*ફYમની Jશુહાલ kુ̂ ુઆત હરV?l પાઠકની જmદગી ઉપર શn થાય છે D એના પoની, *દકરો, *દકરV અને 

વeનુી સાથે સમાધાનથી રહR છે. બદલાવ બધાની gજhદગીમા ંoયારR આવે છે pયારR હરV?l *રટાયરમે?ટ લેવાનો 

િનણcય લેઇ છે. એ એના િEય 6ટRજને એ આશામા ંછોડR છે કR વરસોની મહRનત અને સઘંષr પછV, એ એમની 

પoની સાથે શાતંીથી gજવન sવી શકશે. આ બધામા ંએ એમની આખી gજhદગની કમાણી એમના બtે બાળકોને 

પોતા]ુ ંિવચાયc વગર સોપી દR છે, Dનાથી એમની અને એમની પoની પાસે લગભગ કાઇં નથી રહRv ુ.ં હરV?l 

એમની પoની અને સૌથી િEય િમBની સલાહ નથી માનતા અને એમને એમના બtે સતંાનો ઉપર Jબૂ જ 

ભરોસો છે, અને ખાBી છે કR કોઇ પણ aચhતા વગર એ બે એમ]ુ ંbયાન રાખશે. પરંv ુ ંએની પીડા oયારR શ^ુ 

થાય છે pયારR એમના સતંાનો ઉપરથી એની આશાઓ કરમાઈ jય છે કારણકR ધીરR ધીરR કરતા બtે જણા 

એમને એકલા પાડV દR છે Dના લીધે એમને એકલતા અને અjz{ુ ંલાગવા માડંR છે. oયારR હરV?lને એહસાસ 

થાય છે કR આ 6વાથ| }ુિનયામા ંએની પાસે એમની પoની િસવાઇ કોઇ નથી. 

નટસTાટ એ બતાવે છે કR આપણી }ૃ~%ટ અને ખ^ંુ ખો�ુ જોવાની શ`તી કRવી રVતે આપણા જડk ુઇÄછઓના 

લીધે Å ૂધંળV પડV jય છે. ઘણી વાર આપÇુ ંsવન એટલી ઝડપથી જvુ ંહોય છે કR આપણે આપણી નાની 

}ુિનયામા ંખોવાઇ જઈએ છે અને આપણા ંપોતાના માણસને પણ આપણે ગણકારતા નથી. આ *ફYમ એક 

મા-બાપની એ િનરાશા ઉપર Eે*રત છે pયારR એમને fયાલ આવે છે કR એમના સતંાનોના gજવનમા ંએ લોકો 

એક અનમોલ ભાગની બદલે એક બોજો બની ગયા છે. એમને }ુઃખ વધારR લાગે છે કR એમના સબંધંોમા ં

દરાર]ુ ંકારણ પૈસાની લાલચ અથવા તો પૈસાના લીધે કોઇ ગેરસમજ હતી. 

આપણે pયારR મોટા થઈએ છVએ  oયારR આપણને આપણા મા – બાપ પાસેથી Eેમ અને સભંાળની જnર પડR 

છે તો pયારR આપણા મા – બાપ àઢુાપા તરફ jય છે oયારR એમને પણ આશા હોય કR Dટલો સમય અને 

સાથ એમને આટલા વરસો આäયો છે, એટલો જ એમને પણ મળશે. pયારR સતંાનો નાના હોય oયારR એની 

ãલૂ ઘણી વખત માફ થઇ jય પણ pયારR સતંાન મોટા થઈ jય oયારR ãલૂ એક ભાન સાથે કરRલી *åયામા ં

બદલાઇ jય છે અને એના લીધે માફV પામવાની શçતા ઓછV થઇ jય.  

આ *ફYમ સમયસર આવી છે કારણ કR આ મ*હનામા પ{ુcષણ આવે છે, D sવનના Eિતaબhબનો સમય, 

સમાજમા ંએકતા લાવવાનો સમય અને આપણી ãલૂોમાથંી éુ̀ તી પામવાનો સમય છે D કR સૌથી મહoવનો 

éèુો છે. ચાલો, આ મ*હને આપણે ãતૂકાળને ãલૂાવીને, આગળની gજhદગ]ુ ં િવચારVએ. D પણ ê6થતીમા ં

આપણે હોય અને આપણા મા –બાપ અને પ*રવાર સાથે Dવા પણ સબંધંો હોય, આ ધાિમëક મ*હને આપÇુ ં

એક જ bયેય હોíુ ં જોઈએ, Eેમ આપવાનો અને બધાથી Eેમ મેળવવાનો. 

          યાBા દRસાઇ 
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Presidents Thoughts. 
At this festival time, on behalf of our Executive Committee, I beg your forgiveness 

and our collective Mittchami Dukkhadam to you all. 

At Paryushan Parv, attendance during the daytime has nearly filled our hall. 

Attendance in the evenings has also been good.  

Sadly over the years, attendance at Bhavna time is falling. We are lucky if more 

than 50 people are present as many people leave after the evening lectures, or 
Pravachans, finish. Our sub-committee has often debated whether we should 

have Bhavna on alternate days or simply have no Bhavna. A difficult question. 

Longer Pravachans may be the way forward --  it is interesting to note that this year’s first evening Pravachans 

in English were a big success. Perhaps this is a way forward. 

Some people have suggested that inviting musicians from India to perform would improve attendance but 

there is no guarantee. This is an extremely expensive option. On top of their fees, we have to add costs for air 

tickets, hotels, and visas. In recent years we have relied on local talent and they have performed well for us – 

and we are proud to support these artists.  

While doing some “blue sky thinking” (on a cloudy day) with our Advisor, Dr Mehoolbhai Sanghrajka, we 

concluded we should consider holding Bhavna in the afternoon after lunch. Garbas based on Jain Sthavans 

may go down well – and help us all to digest the lovely lunch cooked by our in-house kitchen volunteers. This 

way we can benefit from longer Pravachans in the evening and still all go home early!  

On Saturday we heard a very thoughtful and interesting lecture on “Spirituality in Religion” by Dr Mehoolbhai 

Sanghrajka. We had to put extra chairs as the attendance exceeded our expectations. Again we need more 

talks like this to help our members young and old to understand religion. We should organise more such talks. 

We have endeavoured to make all facilities during Paryushan as smooth as possible. We thank all of our 

volunteers. But if you have any suggestions on how we can improve, please do let us know.      

Vegan Diet.  

Is this a way to true religious piety and, or a new fad for the wealthy?  

How many of people can really afford to spend on the alternatives to dairy-based milk, which usually costs 

more? The British Heart Foundation says cows’ milk has more nutrients than the soy or almond equivalent. A 

glass of almond milk typically contains the goodness of no more than two almonds! 

For further information please visit  https://www.bhf.org.uk/informationsupport/heart-matters-

magazine/nutrition/milk-quiz 

A few people have chosen the vegan path as they wish to avoid all animal by-products. Others wish to reduce 

harm to animals in the milk industry – but in the UK, cows are treated fairly well.  

I feel Navnat should not be actively encouraging veganism. This should be an individual choice. At most, in a 

similar way to how we provide Jain food option, we could provide vegan option and gauge the true level of 

interest.   

Navnat Expansion 

I want to take this opportunity to update you on our expansion plans and clarify some confusion that seems to 

be going around Navnat. 

As many of you will be aware, at our AGM we informed members that our initial plans for expansion had been 

submitted to the Hillingdon Planning department for pre-application advice. We have now received their 
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feedback. As a reminder our ambition is to have an extended dining room, multi-purpose sports hall and a 

playground.  

A number of members appear to be misunderstanding our plans and are under the misguided impression that 

we will only be doing the playground or the dining room expansion and not both. There is also some feeling 

that priority is being given to one project over another. This is absolutely not the case and we are working to 

ensure that we can deliver all aspects of our plans. Some aspects of our plans will naturally be delivered 

quicker than others where more detailed work and planning permissions are required.  

Our dining room expansion is currently being worked on and we are at the stage of getting quotes to produce 

drawings of what we would like the expanded room to look like so that we can get builders to provide us 

quotes of what the project will cost overall. The drawings can be quite costly and so it is important we get a 

number of quotes to get the best value for money. Once the drawings are done we will submit a planning 

application to the council and work on the next steps. The planning application process itself can take up to 18 

weeks.   

I hope this helps provide a bit of reassurance and insight as to our plans for the dining room expansions and 

comfort that it is very much being worked on as we speak. Our expansions planning team is led by David 
Holden who is working hard to ensure we move as swiftly as we can.  

Attached below is the expansion plans. 
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A Message from the High Commission

Navnat Darpan is a monthly newsletter published by Navnat Vanik Association (U.K), a registered 
charity, which is distrubted FREE to all members. The Executive Committee does not necessarily 
agree or take responsibility with the views expressed by either the Editor or any reader or contributor 

to Navnat Darpan.
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Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj
NAVNAT VANIK BHAGINI SAMAJ	 

 
Subsidiary of NAVNAT VANIK ASSOCIATION OF U.K. 

Navnat Centre, Printing House Lane 
Hayes, Middlesex, UB3 1AR Register Charity No: 1173042 

 
 

Humbled to be serving as President of NVBS for the 3rd term. I’m a firm believer in the spirit of 
community and have been an active member of NVBS for many years. The organization is a 
great opportunity for women and a pride of our community.   I look forward to be a part of a 
long and prosperous future of NVBS. 
 Mrs. Renu Bharat Mehta President of Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj 

 
I am the Vice President this year 2018-19, having previously served in many other ca-
pacities from Committee member to Treasurer since 1980, I take pride and joy in serv-
ing the community without expectation. Love for Community is in   my blood. I am proud 
to be part of developing and progressive and will do my very best to serve the communi-

ty. 

Mrs. Bharti Ramesh Shah Vice president of Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj 
 
Working for Bhagini, will help expand my horizons and explore new avenues like learning to be 
firm and confident in seeking new challenges. To Bhagini, I will bring my knowledge and skills 
acquired during my working life, like planning and organizing, team working, problem solving 
and achieving results. My vision for future of Bhagini is to build and improve on our ways of 
working.  
Mrs. Purnima Mahendra Mehta Secretary of Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj 

I have been working in various charities for the last 38 years with people of all ages. Of which 23 
years has been serving Bhagini in most positions, including President.   I have immensely enjoyed 
my work with Bhagini Committee specially our Samaj.  I would like to continue working with my 
colleagues to deliver the best to the community. 
 
Mrs. Bina David Holden Assistance Secretary of Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj 

 
I am very honored to be elected as NVBS treasurer for the year 2018-19 which is my third year 
after joining the committee. 
My reason for joining NVBS was to make good use of my time and skills learnt during my work-
ing life to be helpful for our community. 
 
Mrs. Sushma Shah Treasurer of Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj 

I am on the NVBS committee as I love to serve the community and NVBS feels like family to me. 
I will bring lots of new ideas, dedication and hard work - and my passion for decorations! I would 
like to see NVBS and Navnat continue to innovate and develop for the next generation and lead 
more green initiatives to make a positive impact for our planet.            

Mrs. Asha Jeetendra Mehta Assistant Treasurer of Navnat Vanik Bhagini   
      Samaj 

I have been with Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj for the past two years, and this is my current third 
year running. Hoping to continue serving the community through different roles. Navnat Vanik 
Bhagini Samaj has been learning curve for me.  
 
Mrs. Bhairvi Shah Committee Member of Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj 
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I have been associated with Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj since last 7 years. I thoroughly enjoy 
doing all the activities with Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj. 
 
Mrs Chetna Harshad Desai Committee Member of Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj 
 
 
It gives me great pleasure working with Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj. With my previous experi-
ence of community service in Kenya and here in East London. I hope to be able to raise NVBS 
to a more higher level.  My aim and vision are to bring interact the younger generation of ladies 
within `NVBS.  
Mrs. Jayshree Vora (Ex Secretary) now Committee Member of Navnat Vanik Bhagini 
Samaj. 

 
This will be my 7th year serving on the Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj. I thoroughly enjoy my role 
since working with the community has been a passion of mine from a young age. To the commit-
tee I bring my diligence, passion and positivity. I am a team player and have convened many 
events. I endeavor that we continue to organize successful cultural and social events to maintain 
and grow our community spirit. 
 
Mrs. Kalpana Ashok Parekh Committee Member of Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj. 

 
I have been very fortunate to serve Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj for past 34 years and the privi-
lege of being involved in organizing fantastic events. It has been a pleasure working with dedi-
cated and enthusiastic committee. I enjoy community service as well as socializing and hope to 
be able to continue to do for a long time to come. 
 
Mrs. Lata Kishor Shah Committee Member of Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj. 

 
Working in Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj Committee is quite unique. I have thoroughly enjoyed 
my time and I hope to continue in future. 
 
 
 
Mrs. Mina Mehta Committee Member of Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj 

 
Firstly, I would like to thank all who elected me on the committee. I was born in India. I did my 
degree in BA and came to UK in 1977. My aim is to serve our community and our members to 
the best of my ability. Their wellbeing and welfare is my priority. Working in NVBS is quite unique 
I have thoroughly enjoyed my time and I hope to continue in the future. 
 
Mrs. Pallavi Mehta Committee Member of Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj 
 
I have served Bhagini for the past 32 years, held different posts and have seen lots of changes 
in Bhagini over the years. I am thankful to all Navnatees for having faith in me.  Navnat is my 
extended family and I thoroughly enjoy being part of Bhagini. My aim is to attract the younger 
ladies and create a better lifestyle for the older ladies of the community.  

Mrs. Saroj Varia Committee Member of Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj 
 

I have a long track record of dedication to community service. I have a passion for cooking. I 
am always keen to participate in Bhagini performance be it drama, stage performance etc. I am 
a good team worker and have worked effectively with other committee members when   I have 
been convener for various programmers. I hope to be part of Bhagini for a long time to come.   
 

Mrs. Tarlika Gajendra Mehta Committee Member of Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj  
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President 
Nalinbhai Udani 
020 8204 5716 
07939 141 098 
 
Vice President 
Bharat Mehta 
01727 839 790 
07957 219 129 
 
Secretary 
Ramesh Shah 
020 8422 8988 
07742 045 154 
 
Assistant Secretary 
Natubhai Mehta 
01923 597 995 
07783 884 513 
 
Treasurer 
Bhupen Vasa 
020 8868 5103 
07741 416 361 
 
Assistant 
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Bhogibhai Rupani  
020 8907 2941 
07405 015 784 
 
Membership 
Secretary 
Arvind Mehta 
020 8561 6179 
07575 705 112 
 
Committee 
Member 
Chandulal Shah 
Bhadra Sheth 
Induben Shah 
Indiraben Kamdar 
 
Programme 
Coordinator   
Purnima Meswani 
0208422 9470 
07828 144 455 
 
Coach 
Coordinator 
Arvind Shah 
020 8204 4970 
07443 118 902 
 
Kitchen 
Coordinator 
Sakuben Sheth 
020 8206 2887 
07966 840 910 
 
Liaison Officer for 
Kitchen 
Bharat Mehta 
01727 839 790 
07957 219 129 
 
Liaison officer  
for Yoga 
Mr Jayeshbhai Shah 
020 8951 3382 

07570 817 345 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NAVNAT  VADIL  MANDAL 

Navnat	Centre,	Printing	House	Lane,	Hayes,	UB3	1AR	
Subsidiary of Navnat UK Charity Registration No 1173042 

NVM Presidents Report 
 

Membership.   
We have a current membership of 375 members and a waiting list of 
more than 100 Navnatees and nearly 30 non-Navnatees. We would be 
able to invite more members of our community to join our popular 
Vadil Mandal once our kitchen and dining hall have been extended. 
Programmes.  The new committee elected this year to serve you is 
dynamic, professional and passionate about bringing a variety of 
programmes more frequently than ever before. In the last few 
months, we have organised a Gujarati play, a cinema show, religious 
lectures, bhajans, musical afternoons, Father’s Day, health talks, a 
grand variety show by our members and five-day trips. And 5-day 

tour to see the Blackpool Illuminations has been organised from 17-21 September.                           
21st Anniversary 
Remember to put Friday 2nd November into your diaries. We will be celebrating our 21st 
anniversary of Navnat Vadil Mandal (Formerly Navnat Yuva Vadil Mandal) and Diwali in a 
grand way. Watch out for further announcements. 
Kitchen Volunteers. They are the backbone of our community. Our hard-working 
volunteer ladies cook nutritious lunches with lots of love and affection in our own kitchen. 
The executive committees of Navnat UK and of Navnat Vadil Mandal are committed to 
providing all the necessary help to our kitchen volunteers. 
Mr Nalinbhai Udani 
 

Brief details of programme of Navnat Vadil Mandal 
from 20th July to 31st August 2018 

 
 On 20th July We had a sponsored lunch, from 
Friends of Aden community. Their wish was to 
have full musical Bhulibishri Yadey with sitting 
down atmosphere so they sponsored music group 
with full cost,and icecream at the end. Mandal 
is grateful to them.  Mr Rakesh Jain and Reema 

Sang gave lovely old songs and cotinued with full flesh Gujarati songs until 
4.45 PM. To day’s coordinator was Indiraben 
Kamdar…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
On 27th July Our President Mr 
Nalinbhai Udani. welcomed Mr 
Vinodbhai Udani, who is visiting 
UK. We had Subhasbhai Bakhai 
and Bhupendrabhai Shah also 
there as past presidents of 
Navnat Vanik Association. Shri 
Vinodbhai Patel gave loksahitya 
and journey of all individual s 
from birth to death called “સોળ સ'ંકાર”the programme  finished at 4.30 with ice-

cream as it was very hot day. 
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On 3rd August We had Tejal who gave detailed information on reiki  ર+ક,?  ) Reiki(0ું  છે?   આપણાં  

શર,રમાં 9ુદરતી શ=તીનો સચંાર છે.જયાર+ જચાર+ આ શ=તીC ુસમતોલનપEુ ંર+ક,ની મદદથી લાવવામા આવે છે Hયાર+ Hચાર+ દદIને Jૂર 

કરવામા મદદ થાય છે ....................... ................................................................................................................................ 

On 10th August we had special informative lecture and slideshow from Dipesh of Oakdale Financial Services 
Ltd who also sponsored lunch (£351.00). He explained need to plan our total wealth in advance as there are many 
hidden taxes after someone’s death.  He stressed to have a will before it is too late 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

on 17th August we observed one minute silence for our Ex PM Mr Atal Bihari Bajpai, and in the 
afternoon we had bhajans by our member in the memory of  Atal Bihari Vajpayee, who as India’s 
prime minister from 1998 to 2004 stunned the world by ending a decades-old moratorium on 
nuclear weapons tests but nevertheless managed to ease tensions 
with Pakistan and build closer ties to the United States, died on 

Thursday in New Delhi. He was 93.our member sang Bhajan for peace to his 
soul…………………………………………………………… 
On 24th August we had two programmes. First Raxabandhan. Many members took 
part in singing and some expressed their gratitude to their sister and brought 
back their memories from childhood. and second one was Independence Day. 
Many members sang songs and gave their feelings towards India and last item 
was a speech from PM Narendra Mody. It was acted by our secretary 
Rameshbhai shah and Mrs Indiraben Kamdar was coordinator for these both 
events. ………………………………............................... 
 On 31st August we had two Shamanji from India specially invited 

by Dr Natubhai Shah of 
Jain Network They gave a 
very meaningful lecture on everyday’ s life that the 
way you look at half glass of water half empty or half 
glass of water full, but emptiness will give you sadness 
and fullness will give you 

happiness…………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
Navnat Vadil Mandal also arranged two coach trips to the seaside one was on 30th July 
to Portsmouth Two coaches were hired and about 100 passengers took an advantage and 
it was a pleasant trip though weather was not good, but everyone had lovely day out. 
on 29th August we had this summer’s last trip to Margate. Nearly 80 passengers came to 
this trip. We started with full breakfast at Navnat Centre and left about 10AM to 
proceed to Margate.  Weather was dull but at that time we were on the coach and 
playing Antakshari and Bhajans. We reached there about 12.30PM and had lunch of 

Bhel, Thepla, Potato 
curry અડદ,યા etc. In the 

afternoon weather 
improved so we walked 
to nearest theme park 
where we saw a free 
acrobatic show, and 
some went to sea side 
and amusement 
park.  We left Margate 

at about 5.00pm and reached London about 8PM………………………………………….. 
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જુલાઈ અન ેઓગષ્ટ મહિના ખબૂ આનંદના રહ્યા. 
અન ેહિહિધ ઉજિણીઓ કરી. કોઈના 
જન્મદદિસો અન ેકોઈના લગ્નહિથીઓની 
ઉજિણી થઈ. ઉનાળાના સુંદર દદિસો િોિાથી 
િિામાન ેપણ ખૂબ સાથ આપ્યો. બિાર મેદાન 
િથા િોલમા ંહિહિધ રમિોની ધમાચકડી ચાલી. 

કોઈ જીત્યા િો કોઈ એ િારનો આસ્િાદ લીધો પણ બધાએ ભેગા થઈ ખૂબ  મસ્િી કરી, મજા અન ેિસી-
મજાક કયાા િ ેિો ચોક્કસ. જુઓ  ફોટામા ંબધા કેિા ખુશ ખુશાલ લાગ ેછે!  

દરેક ટબેલ પર બાળપણને યાદ કરાિિી અસંખ્ય રમિો રમ્યા. કેરમ, સાપસીડી, પઝલ, ચેસ, ના જાણે કેટકેટલી. િમન ેપણ 

બાળપણ યાદ  આિી ગયુંન!ે બિાર મેદાનમા ંબધાએ િાસ્ય યોગ કયાા, િો કોઈ ચાલિા ગયા, દડાની રમિો રમ્યા. િો કોની 

રાિ જુઓ છો િમારા શુભ કદમ ઉપાડો અને મંગળિારના નિનાિ જલસા ગ્રુપમાં પિોંચી જાિ! શરીરનીની સાથ ેસાથ ે

મગજન ેપણ સિેજ રાખિા જુદી જુદી ક્િીઝનું આયોજન થયું. આપણાં જલસામાં એક એકથી ચદડયાિી શહક્િ ભરેલી છે 
અન ેસિુ  છુટ ેિાથ ેિેમની આિડિને બધા સાથે િિેંચ ેછે. કોઈનો અિાજ મીઠો છે િો કોઈ ટેકનોલોજીમાં પારંગિ છે િો 
કોઈ રમિો રમાડિામાં િોહશયાર છે િો કોઈ કાયાક્રમો યોજિામા ંકે પ્રસગંાનુસાર સુંદર ડેકોરેશન કરિામાં. કોઈ સુંદર િાિાાઓ 
કિે િો કોઈ સુંદર સાહત્િક સુહિચરો કિે. િંુ અિીં કોના કોના નામ આપું! અન ેકોઈ ભાઈઓ કે બિેનો બધા એકબીજાથી 
ઉિરે એમ નથી. જુઓ બિેનો અને ભાઈઓ 
બન્નએે  રમાડેલ દકવ્ઝ દેશપ્રમેી ક ેકૌન બનગેા 

દેશપ્રેમીના જીિના દાિેદારો છે. એકિાર રમિો 

નલીનભાઈ શાિ ેરમાડેલ,એકિાર મુકુંદભાઈ 
કોઠારીએ.જુલાઈમાં હિહિધ હિષયો પર જનરલ 
નોલેજ્ની રમિ રમાડિામા ંઆિી.પડદાપર હચત્રો બિાિી પ્રશ્નો પૂછ્િામા ંઆવ્યા. સભ્યો ખુશ થયા અને જણાવ્યંુ ક ે

આપણ ેકોઈ  આદિકાથી આિેલ છે િો કોઈ  ભારિથી. આ રમિથી ઘણી િાિો જાણિા અન ેસમજિા અન ેિળી જોિા મળી.નિું નિું શીખિા અન ે
સમજિા મળે છે. જેમ ક ેજૂનમાં િરીશભાઈ સોનજેીએ િેમની યુગાન્ડાના પ્રિાસ દશાન સ્ક્રીન પર કરાિેલ. સાથ ેયુગાન્ડાનો કાર કલેક્શનનો હિદડયો 

બિાિેલ. કાર શોખીનોને િો બિુ જ મજા આિી ગઈ અને બીજાને ધણં જાણાિા અને શીખિા મળયંુ. કોઈ પણ સામાહજક, રાજકીય,ધાર્માક િિિેારો 

િોય બધા સાથ ેમળીને િનેા અસલ રંગારૂપ,િેને અનુરુપ િસ્ત્રો ધારણ કરીને એન ે અનરુુપ ભોજન લઈને અન ેિે િિેિારની સમજણ કળેિીની 
ઉજિ ેછે. જૈન ભોજન લેનારને િમેના અનુસાર ભોજન પણ પીરસિામા ંઆિે છે.   

 

 Navnat Jalsa committee 
(Not in any  particular 
order)  
President 
Inna Parekh  
07908 475240 
 
Vice-President 
Paresh Mehta 
07956941532  
 
Secretary and editor 
Bhavna Desai  
07526494477 
 
Joint secretary  
Trupti Parekh  
07960 144010 
 
Kitchen committee 
Shailesh Parekh 
07824 467676 
Rashmi Shah 
07915 998455  
Jyoti Shah 
07392 528826 
 
Treasurer  
Mafat Shah 
07476921001 
 
Assistant Treasurer 
Varsha Shah 
07985 316148 
 
Committee Member 
Jayshree Shah 
07951 370302 
Jagruti Desai  
07947 990402 
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navnat tuesday jalsa group  report july & august  2018 

 
 િિ ે આવ્યા િિેિારના દદિસો. બધાએ રંગા બે રગંી િસ્ત્રો પિેરી રક્ષાબંધનની ઉજિણી કરી.રક્ષાબધંન હિશ ેહિહિધ િાિો કરી અન ેજાણકારી 
આપી. આ બાદ આવ્યો 15મી  ઓગષ્ટ્નો દદિસ. દરેક જણા  હત્રરગંાના રંગના િસ્ત્રો પિેરીન ેઆવ્યા. નિનાિમા ંજે નૃત્યના િગો ચલાિે છે િમેના 
નાના ભૂલકાઓએ દેશપ્રમેના ગીિ ઉપર સુંદર નૃત્યો કયાા. િનેા હિશ ેહિહિધ િાિો કરી અન ેજાણકારી આપી. ત્યાર બાદ આપણા ંસભ્યો એ સ્િિંત્રિા 

દદિસના ગીિો ગાયા”મેરે દેશ કી ધરિી”, “દે દી િમે આઝાદી”, “ એ મેરે િિનકે”  ગીિો ગાયા. અંિ ેકૂચ ગીિ ઉપર બધા  બાળકોએ કૂચ ગીિ કયુું.  
ઓગષ્ટ માસમા ંસ્ક્રીન પર ગજુરાિી નાટક જોયંુ. નામ િિું “પહિ નામે પિંગીયંુ”. નાટક ક ેદફલમ િોયા િો પોપકોના િગર િો મજા જ કમે આિે? 

આપણી દકચન કહમટીએ બધાન ેગરમા ગરમ પોપકોના  આપ્યા, સાથ ેકેળાં, અને ચોકલેટ પણ ખરા જ િળી!  બધાન ેખૂબ મજા આિી અને ફરીથી 
આિો કોઈ કાયાક્રમ  કરિાની હિનંિીઓ આિી. આમ દર અઠિાદડએ બધા સાથે મળી િળિાશ અનભુિ ેછે. કોઈ િાર બીંગો ક ેઅંિકડીની રમઝટ જામે 
છે. 
અગાઉના અંકમાં જણાિેલ િમે નિી કહમટીની રચના થઈ. બધા સાથે મળીને  સભ્યોના આનંદ અન ેપસંદગીનો ખ્યાલ રાખી હિહિધ કાયાક્રમોનું 
આયોજન કર ેછે. ઓગષ્ટ માસથી િાર્ષાક ફી લઈ સભ્યોને િમેના આઈ. ડી કાડા આપિામા ંઆવ્યા. જે દરેકને ખૂબ ગમ્યા.નાણંા કહમટી ખબૂ મિેનિ 
કરે છે અન ેદકચન કહમટી હનયહમિ ગરમાગરમ વ્યિહસ્થિ ભોજન કરાિે છે. હમઠાઈઓ, ફરસાણ, દાળભાિ, શાક, ફરાળી,રોટલી,થેપલાં.ખીચડી,કઢી, 
પાસ્િા – પીઝા પણ ખરા. બીજા કહમટી સભ્યો ખૂબ મિનેિ ેજુદા જુદા કાયાક્રમો િૈયાર કરે છે. સભ્યો િરફથી પણ ખૂબ મદદ મળે છે િે બદલ 
બધાનો આભાર. આપણા સભ્યો દદલના પણ દાિાર છે. સભ્યો પોિાની ખુશી કે િડીલોની યાદો સિુ સાથે િિેંચે છે. મન મૂકીન ેદાન કર ેછે. સિે 
કહમટીના સભ્યો સિુનો હ્રુદય પિૂાક આભાર માન ેછે. આિો જ સાથ સિકાર આપિા રિેશો િનેી આશા સાથ ેસિને ેકહમટીના સિુ સભ્યોને પ્રણામ. 
દાિાઓ Lunch sponser -   

July  2018 -       Vinaben and Mukundbhai Kothari  for their birthdays  

Augusat 2018 - Vanitaben Parekh and Dilipbhai Parekh. For their wedding anniversary and on the birth of           

their grandson 

Other donation  

£23.00     June 2018 – Rasikbhai Davda for his birthday  
£51.00    July 2018 - Dharam Verma for his birthday 
£11.00    July 2018 - Suryakantbhai Shah for his daughters birthday 
£15.00    July 2018 - Kundanben Mehta Khushi bhet 
£15.00    July 2018 – Kundanben Bachubhai Mehta. Khushi bhet  
£75.00    August 2018 Vibha Mehta  for her son’s wedding  
£21.00    August 2018  Varsha Anil Shah for their Wedding Anniversary 

Jalsa committee is thankful to all the doners and to those who help us in any other way.   
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Losing a loved one is a traumatic time

We operate from our modern and fully equipped premises 

on Mollison Way in Edgware

Our comprehensive service includes:-

Large prayer room (Mandir) for performing the Funeral Rites or for paying the last respects

All religious rites and wishes respected and administered

Modern, fully equipped washing & dressing facilities

Priest for final rites arranged

Funeral ceremony items provided

Repatriation arranged at short notice

Horse drawn carriages arranged

Sanjay Shah and Bharat Shah 

are the first & foremost 

Indian Funeral Directors 

in England serving 

the Asian community since 1984.

020 8952 5252

INDIAN FUNERAL DIRECTORS
44 SOUTH PARADE, MOLLISON WAY, EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX HA8 5QL 

 www.indianfuneraldirectors.co.uk

email : info@indianfuneraldirectors.co.uk

24 HOURS MOBILE: 0777 030 66 44

Call us at anytime for a complete package price

UK’s leading funeral directors at your service...

NDIAN
FUNERAL

D  I  R  E  C  T  O  R  S

For an efficient & professional 

service, contact either 

Bharat Shah, Sanjay Shah, 

Trupti Shukla, Ashvin Patel 

& Nitesh Pindoria
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Navnat Bridge Club
NAVNAT BRIDGE CLUB 

Bridge is by far the greatest card game of all and it can provide immense challenge and 
enjoyment for the rest of your life. 

It is a great way to meet new people and make new friends. 

Navnat Bridge Club ( NBC ) meets every Wednesday and Friday evenings at Navnat Centre to 
play Duplicate Bridge. 

We take part in two duplicate tournaments; one on the second Friday and the other on the last 
Wednesday of every month. 

We also play a Swiss Pairs Tournament and a Team of Four Tournament which takes place every 
quarter. 

I shall endeavour to give a brief synopsis of this very enjoyable game. 

BRIDGE 

The game of bridge has two main parts; the Bidding or Auction and then the Play. 

Bridge is a partnership game requiring four people. 

Each player sits opposite her or his partner at a card table which are named according to the 
cardinal points of a compass; North/ South versus East/ West. 

Bridge is played with a standard deck of 52 playing cards and each player is dealt or pre -dealt 13 
cards. 

In bridge there are 4 suits and they are ranked as Spades as the higher, then Hearts, then 
Diamonds and Clubs being the lower. 

The ranking is for bidding purposes only. 

In the play all suits are equal unless one suit has been named as trumps; then it beats all the 
others. 

The cards in each suit are ranked from Ace as highest through to the 2 as lowest. 

The object in bridge is to play to win tricks for your side. 

A trick consists of 4 cards, one from each player, played clockwise, round the table. 

Hence there are 13 tricks to be won on each deal. 

The first card played to each trick is called the lead. 

So if a Spade is led; you must follow suit and play a Spade if you do hold Spades in your hand; 
but you can play any Spade card you want as you have a free choice, either to win that trick then 
or reserve it for later. 

This tactic is what makes bridge a superior game. 

Both partnerships will auction or bid to play the game and hence designate what the trumps will 
be. 

The bidding determines who will be the declarer; which suit if any will be the trumps; and the 
number of tricks declarer must win. 

Losing a loved one is a traumatic time

We operate from our modern and fully equipped premises 

on Mollison Way in Edgware

Our comprehensive service includes:-

Large prayer room (Mandir) for performing the Funeral Rites or for paying the last respects

All religious rites and wishes respected and administered

Modern, fully equipped washing & dressing facilities

Priest for final rites arranged

Funeral ceremony items provided

Repatriation arranged at short notice

Horse drawn carriages arranged

Sanjay Shah and Bharat Shah 

are the first & foremost 

Indian Funeral Directors 

in England serving 

the Asian community since 1984.

020 8952 5252

INDIAN FUNERAL DIRECTORS
44 SOUTH PARADE, MOLLISON WAY, EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX HA8 5QL 

 www.indianfuneraldirectors.co.uk

email : info@indianfuneraldirectors.co.uk

24 HOURS MOBILE: 0777 030 66 44

Call us at anytime for a complete package price

UK’s leading funeral directors at your service...

NDIAN
FUNERAL

D  I  R  E  C  T  O  R  S

For an efficient & professional 

service, contact either 

Bharat Shah, Sanjay Shah, 

Trupti Shukla, Ashvin Patel 

& Nitesh Pindoria
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Tel: 020 8150 7565    Email: info@oakdalefinancialservices.co.uk 

www.oakdalefinancialservices.co.uk

For further details or to reserve a place at one of our  
educational seminars, please contact us at:

WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING YOU AT ONE OF OUR SEMINARS.

Please find a list of our forthcoming educational seminars.

2018 EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR DATES

Date Time Venue Topic Speaker

Wednesday 
16 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar

Tuesday  
22 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Stanmore Golf Club, 
29 Gordon Avenue, 

Stanmore, Middlesex, 
HA7 2RL

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh shah

Wednesday 
23 May

4pm - 6pm

Foresight Group, The 
Shard, 32 London 

Bridge Street, London, 
SE1 9SG

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh Shah

Thursday 

24 May
7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Intergenerational 
Mortgages

Karan Trikha

Saturday  
26 May

10am - 12pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar

The Partner Practice represents only St. James’s Place Wealth Management plc (which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority) for the purpose 

of advising solely on the Group’s wealth management products and services, more details of which are set out on the Group’s website www.sjp.co.uk/products. The 

‘St. James’s Place Partnership’and the titles ‘Partner’ and ‘Partner Practice’ are marketing terms used to describe St. James’s Place representatives.

H2SJP28499 03/18

The home on which the mortgage is secured may be repossessed if repayments are not maintained.

ADVERTISING FEATURE

Investment Planning   •   Protecting you & your Estate   •   Retirement Planning   •   Mortgages

OAKDALE FINANCIAL 
SERVICES LTD
Welcome to Oakdale Financial Services Ltd, 
wealth management specialists serving the 
financial planning needs of individuals, families 
and businesses. Our philosophy focusses on 
maintaining a long-term and trusted relationship 
with our clients. Our core services include:

Tel: 020 8150 7565   Mob: 07960 568644   
Email: dipesh.shah@sjpp.co.uk

Mr Dipesh Shah DipPFS, MSc, BA �Hons�

INSIGHTS INTO  
INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay 40� tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of �325,000 ��650,000 for married 
couples or civil partners�. Yet the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called �death duties�. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
�IHT� threshold to �1 million. However, the 
new government�s first Budget in June 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Conse�uently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the �main residence nil-rate band�, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by
The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in �25,000 increments 
annually to �175,000 in 2020�21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one �325,000 nilrate band, and one 
�175,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of �500,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business Relief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�18 will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015
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1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015

2018 EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR DATES

Dates Time Venue Topic Speaker

Wednesday 
19th September 

2018

Wednesday 
17th October 

2018

Wednesday 
21st November 

2018

7.00 pm -  
Indian Buffet 

Dinner
(includes soft 

drinks)

8.00 pm – 
Seminar talk:
‘Inherently 

Unfair’?

9.00pm – 
Q & A Session

Mumbai 
Junction 

Restaurant, 
231 Watford 

Road, Harrow, 
Middlesex, 
HA1 3TU

 
Limited parking 
available onsite

‘Inherently Unfair’?

Inheritance Tax is 
widely viewed as 

unfair, and even the 
Chancellor agrees it’s 

complex, but only 
effective and early 

planning can minimise 
it’s impact on your 

estate.

This seminar talk will 
include a look at: 

Wills, Lasting Power of 
Attorney, Gifting, Trust 

Planning*, Business 
Relief, Protection 
for Inheritance Tax 

Planning.

Dipesh Shah
DipPFS, CeMAP MSc 

BA (Hons)
Wealth Manager & 
Company Director

of Oakdale Financial 
Services Ltd

Dipesh has a wealth of 
experience advising his 
clients in the important 
subject of inheritance 
tax Planning. Dipesh 

enjoys helping his 
clients minimise the 
impact of this tax on 
their estate, leaving 
more for their loved 
ones after they have 

passed away.

*Will writing and Powers of Attorney involve the referral to a service that is separate and distinct to those offered by St. James’s Place and 
along with Trusts are not regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

Your home may be repossessed if you do not keep up repayments on your mortgage.
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INSIGHTS INTO  
INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay 40� tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of �325,000 ��650,000 for married 
couples or civil partners�. Yet the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called �death duties�. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
�IHT� threshold to �1 million. However, the 
new government�s first Budget in June 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Conse�uently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the �main residence nil-rate band�, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by
The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in �25,000 increments 
annually to �175,000 in 2020�21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one �325,000 nilrate band, and one 
�175,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of �500,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business Relief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�18 will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015
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chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
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It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
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on, it will increase each year in line with the 
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Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one �325,000 nilrate band, and one 
�175,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of �500,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business Relief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�18 will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015
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fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
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However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
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fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
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only have one �325,000 nilrate band, and one 
�175,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
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Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
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exemptions such as Business Relief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�18 will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
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lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
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Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015

2018 EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR DATES

Dates Time Venue Topic Speaker

Wednesday 
19th September 

2018

Wednesday 
17th October 

2018

Wednesday 
21st November 

2018

7.00 pm -  
Indian Buffet 

Dinner
(includes soft 

drinks)

8.00 pm – 
Seminar talk:
‘Inherently 

Unfair’?

9.00pm – 
Q & A Session

Mumbai 
Junction 

Restaurant, 
231 Watford 

Road, Harrow, 
Middlesex, 
HA1 3TU

 
Limited parking 
available onsite

‘Inherently Unfair’?

Inheritance Tax is 
widely viewed as 

unfair, and even the 
Chancellor agrees it’s 

complex, but only 
effective and early 

planning can minimise 
it’s impact on your 

estate.

This seminar talk will 
include a look at: 

Wills, Lasting Power of 
Attorney, Gifting, Trust 

Planning*, Business 
Relief, Protection 
for Inheritance Tax 

Planning.

Dipesh Shah
DipPFS, CeMAP MSc 

BA (Hons)
Wealth Manager & 
Company Director

of Oakdale Financial 
Services Ltd

Dipesh has a wealth of 
experience advising his 
clients in the important 
subject of inheritance 
tax Planning. Dipesh 

enjoys helping his 
clients minimise the 
impact of this tax on 
their estate, leaving 
more for their loved 
ones after they have 

passed away.

*Will writing and Powers of Attorney involve the referral to a service that is separate and distinct to those offered by St. James’s Place and 
along with Trusts are not regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
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existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
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It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
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Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
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to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
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However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
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lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.
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deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business Relief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�18 will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015
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For further details or to reserve a place at one of our  
educational seminars, please contact us at:

WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING YOU AT ONE OF OUR SEMINARS.

Please find a list of our forthcoming educational seminars.

2018 EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR DATES

Date Time Venue Topic Speaker

Wednesday 
16 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar

Tuesday  
22 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Stanmore Golf Club, 
29 Gordon Avenue, 

Stanmore, Middlesex, 
HA7 2RL

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh shah

Wednesday 
23 May

4pm - 6pm

Foresight Group, The 
Shard, 32 London 

Bridge Street, London, 
SE1 9SG

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh Shah

Thursday 

24 May
7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Intergenerational 
Mortgages

Karan Trikha

Saturday  
26 May

10am - 12pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar
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OAKDALE FINANCIAL 
SERVICES LTD
Welcome to Oakdale Financial Services Ltd, 
wealth management specialists serving the 
financial planning needs of individuals, families 
and businesses. Our philosophy focusses on 
maintaining a long-term and trusted relationship 
with our clients. Our core services include:

Tel: 020 8150 7565   Mob: 07960 568644   
Email: dipesh.shah@sjpp.co.uk

Mr Dipesh Shah DipPFS, MSc, BA �Hons�

INSIGHTS INTO  
INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay 40� tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of �325,000 ��650,000 for married 
couples or civil partners�. Yet the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called �death duties�. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
�IHT� threshold to �1 million. However, the 
new government�s first Budget in June 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Conse�uently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the �main residence nil-rate band�, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by
The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in �25,000 increments 
annually to �175,000 in 2020�21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one �325,000 nilrate band, and one 
�175,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of �500,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business Relief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�18 will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015
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2018 EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR DATES

Date Time Venue Topic Speaker

Wednesday 
16 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar

Tuesday  
22 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Stanmore Golf Club, 
29 Gordon Avenue, 

Stanmore, Middlesex, 
HA7 2RL

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh shah

Wednesday 
23 May

4pm - 6pm

Foresight Group, The 
Shard, 32 London 

Bridge Street, London, 
SE1 9SG

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh Shah

Thursday 

24 May
7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Intergenerational 
Mortgages

Karan Trikha

Saturday  
26 May
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OAKDALE FINANCIAL 
SERVICES LTD
Welcome to Oakdale Financial Services Ltd, 
wealth management specialists serving the 
financial planning needs of individuals, families 
and businesses. Our philosophy focusses on 
maintaining a long-term and trusted relationship 
with our clients. Our core services include:

Tel: 020 8150 7565   Mob: 07960 568644   
Email: dipesh.shah@sjpp.co.uk

Mr Dipesh Shah DipPFS, MSc, BA �Hons�

INSIGHTS INTO  
INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay 40� tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of �325,000 ��650,000 for married 
couples or civil partners�. Yet the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called �death duties�. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
�IHT� threshold to �1 million. However, the 
new government�s first Budget in June 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Conse�uently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the �main residence nil-rate band�, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by
The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in �25,000 increments 
annually to �175,000 in 2020�21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one �325,000 nilrate band, and one 
�175,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of �500,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business Relief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�18 will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015

‘Inherently Unfair’
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay 40% tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of £325,000 (£650,000 for married 
couples or civil partners). Yet the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called ‘death duties’. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
Tax (IHT) threshold to £1 million. However, the 
new government’s first Budget in June 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Consequently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the ‘main residence nil-rate band’, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by

The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at £100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in £25,000 increments 
annually to £175,000 in 2020/21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of £1 million from 2020/21.

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government’s 

pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it’s also consistent with the former chancellor’s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren (including adopted, 
foster and step children), not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one £325,000 nilrate band, and one 
£175,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020/21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of £500,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops £2 million (after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business Relief). The rate 
of withdrawal is £1 for every £2 over the £2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth £2.5 million 
in 2018/19 will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015
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For further details or to reserve a place at one of our  
educational seminars, please contact us at:

WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING YOU AT ONE OF OUR SEMINARS.

Please find a list of our forthcoming educational seminars.

2018 EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR DATES

Date Time Venue Topic Speaker

Wednesday 
16 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar

Tuesday  
22 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Stanmore Golf Club, 
29 Gordon Avenue, 

Stanmore, Middlesex, 
HA7 2RL

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh shah

Wednesday 
23 May

4pm - 6pm

Foresight Group, The 
Shard, 32 London 

Bridge Street, London, 
SE1 9SG

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh Shah

Thursday 

24 May
7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Intergenerational 
Mortgages

Karan Trikha

Saturday  
26 May

10am - 12pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar
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OAKDALE FINANCIAL 
SERVICES LTD
Welcome to Oakdale Financial Services Ltd, 
wealth management specialists serving the 
financial planning needs of individuals, families 
and businesses. Our philosophy focusses on 
maintaining a long-term and trusted relationship 
with our clients. Our core services include:

Tel: 020 8150 7565   Mob: 07960 568644   
Email: dipesh.shah@sjpp.co.uk

Mr Dipesh Shah �ipPFS, �Sc, BA �Hons�

INSIGHTS INTO  
INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay �0� tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of ��2�,000 ����0,000 for married 
couples or civil partners�. �et the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called �death duties�. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
�IHT� threshold to �1 million. However, the 
new government�s first Budget in �une 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Conse�uently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the �main residence nil-rate band�, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by
The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in �2�,000 increments 
annually to �17�,000 in 2020�21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one ��2�,000 nilrate band, and one 
�17�,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of ��00,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business �elief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�1� will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015
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Karan Trikha
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Mr Dipesh Shah DipPFS, MSc, BA �Hons�

INSIGHTS INTO  
INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay 40� tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of �325,000 ��650,000 for married 
couples or civil partners�. Yet the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called �death duties�. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
�IHT� threshold to �1 million. However, the 
new government�s first Budget in June 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Conse�uently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the �main residence nil-rate band�, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by
The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in �25,000 increments 
annually to �175,000 in 2020�21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one �325,000 nilrate band, and one 
�175,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of �500,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business Relief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�18 will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015
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Navnat Bridge Club
It is the player to the left of the Declarer who makes the first lead called the opening lead. 

The hand held by Declarer`s partner is then displayed for all to see. 

This is called the Dummy and the Declarer will play both her/his hand and that of the Dummy. 

This is the hallmark of bridge. 

It adds an element of skill to the game that would never be possible with all 4 hands hidden. 

DUPLICATE BRIDGE 

Duplicate bridge is a competitive form of bridge in which the same hands are played successively 
by different partnerships. 

 Skills required are memory, tactics, probability and communication. 

In duplicate bridge a player plays with the same partner throughout one event. 

The 2 are known as a pair and it is their performance which is compared to the other pairs. 

TEAM OF FOUR  

In teams of four, one team of 4 players plays a match against another team of 4 people. 

The four players constitute 2 partnerships and are entered as a unit. 

One half of one team, sitting North/ South play against half of another team who will be sitting 
East/ West. 

Each team plays the same hand from both directions, one half sitting North/ South and the other 
half sitting East/ West. 

This is a very popular form of bridge and is also very interesting. 

SWISS PAIRS 

Swiss Pairs is a form of duplicate bridge consisting of a series of short matches of 4 to 7 boards 
played against another pair. 

The opponents in the first round are chosen at random. 

All pairs play the same boards at the same time. 

After that the Swiss element comes in and for later rounds you are matched against opponents 
close to you in the ranking list. 

 And so to end 

Why not join us at bridge? 

It is a game for all and has no age barriers. 

It is something you will never regret but will only wish you had started playing the game much 
earlier. 

With 119 enthusiasts at NBC, I am sure you will find your compatibility. 

From the NBC committee 
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Navnat	Vanik	Association	–	UK	
Invites 

all Navnatee’s that have earned their degree in the last five years for a 

GRADUATION CEREMONY WITH DINNER 
Sponsored by 

Mrs. & Mr. Jayantilal Vithalji Doshi & Family 
 

Ø Date & Time: Saturday 1st December 2018 from 4pm  
Ø Registration deadline: 18th November 2018 (Please note - No registration at 

the door) 
Ø Also inviting individuals that have excelled in their respective fields and 

have received medals/certificates from a Professional body. 
Ø Venue: Navnat Centre - Printing House Lane, Hayes. UB3 1AR 
Ø Dinner: Vegetarian meal 
Ø Graduates / Awardees & up to 2 of their guests are invited free of charge. All 

other guests will be charged a nominal £5. Booking for a table for 10 will be @ 
£30 i.e. 1 additional guest is free. 
 

For registration and further information please contact 
graduation@navnat.com  

Ramesh J Shah: 020 8422 8988/07742 045 154 (mob) 
Ketan Adani 07808 575 077 

 
 

All applications must send a COPY of The degree / award certificate. 
You cannot be honoured again if your achievement has been recognised by Navnat in past ceremonies. 

Navnat reserves the right to accept or reject any applications. 
 

Name 

Relationship 

Date of Award 

Graduate’s / Awardee’s Details 

First name 

Surname  

Address 

Post Code 

Email Address 

Telephone 
Number Academic / 
Professional 
Qualifications  

1st Free Guest Details 

Name 

Relationship 

Price Free 

3rd Guest Details 
 5th Guest Details 
 7th Guest Details 
 

 
 

Awardee can book a table of ten @ rate of £30 only 

2nd Free Guest Details 

Price Free 

4th Guest Details 
 6th Guest Details 
   

Please just add names for table arrangement 
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Navnat Vadil Mandal Speed 
          Dating

To register: www.tinyurl.com/vcdating18
Organised by Vanik Council UK 

Vanik Council also provides a Matrimonial Register Service, please visit
www.vanikcouncil.uk 

Sunday 18th November 2018 11-4pm 
Navnat Centre, Printing House Lane, Hayes, UB3 1AR

Register & purchase tickets online: www.tinyurl.com/vcdating18 
Prices (+ fees): September - £21, October - £25 

 

Open to all Hindu & Jains 
Includes a vegetarian lunch 
No registration on the door 

For more information, contact: 
Ramesh Shah 

02084228988 / 07742045154 
speed.dating@vanikcouncil.uk

 
 

દરજી પાસ ેગઇ તો વેતરાય ગઇ 
મોચી પાસ ેગઇ તો જૂતા ખવાય ગયા 
સોની પાસ ેગઇ તો ઘડાય ગઇ 
ક ુંભાર પાસ ેગઇ તો ટીપાઇ ગઇ 
લ હાર પાસ ેગઇ તો દાઝી ગઇ 
વાુંણદ પાસે ગઇ તો મ ૂુંડાઇ ગઇ 
ઘાુંચી પાસે ગઇ તો પીલાઇ ગઇ 
સ થાર પાસ ેગઇ તો કરવતી મકૂાઇ ગઇ 
ખેડતૂ પાસે ગઇ તો વઢાઇ ગઇ 
ધોબી પાસ ેગઇ તો ધોવાઇ ગઇ 
વાણીયા પાસે ગઇ તો ચોપાડામાું લખાય ગઇ 
મમત્રોમાું સમાઇ ગઇ 
ભાઇ બહનેો પાસ ેગઇ તો હ ું વેચાય ગઇ 
બાળકો પાસે ગઇ તો તેઓને સમજાઇ ગઇ 
ક ુંટ ુંબ પાસે ગઇ તો હ ું વહરેાય ગઇ 
છેલ્લ ેભગવાન પાસે ગઇ તો ભગવાનમા સમાઇ ગઇ. 
કસાઇ પાસે ગઇ તો કપાઇ ગઇ 
વણકર પાસે ગઇ તો વણાઇ ગઇ 
સુંત પાસે ગઇ તો સુંતવાણીમાું પરોવાય ગઇ 
ચચત્રહાર પાસ ેગઇ તો માર ું જીવન ચચતરાય ગય ું 
મિકારી પાસે ગઇ તો તેનો મિકાર બની ગઇ 

 

 
 

ગ ર  પાસે ગઇ તો જ્ઞાન મળી ગય ું 
પાદરી પાસે ગઇ તો ધમમનો માગમ સમજાય ગયો 
કળીયારા પાસે ગઇ તો ભીંતમાું ચણાય ગઇ 
પરીવારમાું પરોવાય ગઇ 
સગા સ્નેહીને સમજાય ગઇ 
સાસરીમાું સલવાય ગઇ 
મમત્રોમાું માન પામી 
પાડોિી પાસે ગઇ તો મારી પહચેાન થઇ 

 
ઘણી વખત ખબૂજ લખવાન ું મન થાય પણ પછી થાય કે િા 
માટે લખવ ું, કુંઇ કારણ નથી લખવાન ું. આ જીવનમાું કાુંઇ જ 
નથી છતાું ઘણ ું જ જાણવા જેવ ું છે? એક મારો આત્મા લઇને 
બધા પાસ ેગઇ તો બધાએ મને જીવનમાું જ દી જ દી રીત ેજોઇ, 
પણ છેલ્લ ેએક મારો આત્મા બોલ્યો કે ત ું જન્મી ત્યારે કાુંઇ જ 
ન હતી. હવ ેજીવન ેતારા ઉપર જ દા જ દા ભાગ ભજવ્યા. છેલ્લ ે
મને થય ું કે લાવ પાછી જયાુંથી આવી છું ત્યાુંજ જાવ ત્યારે જે 
ઇશ્વરે મને દ મનયામાું મોકલી હતી તે દ મનયાના અન ભવો લઇન ે
ઇશ્વર પાસ ેગઇ. ત્યારે ઇ�રે મને સ્વીકારી અને તેનામાું હ ું 

સમાય ગઇ. 
લેખિકા: મજુંલા પારેિ - Manjula Parekh née Bakhda, 

(Dar es Salaam , Edinburgh, Canberra)  

કોની પાસે જાઉં જીવનમા ં
 

Donation 
Navnat is grateful for the generous donation of £101 to the Jiv Daya fund from late Mrs Pushpaben Mohanlal 

Parekh"and is also grateful for the £51 received for the General Fund from late Mohanlal Bhimji Parekh. Navnat 
wholly thanks Ashokkumar Ashvin and Mahendra Parekh and their family for their kind donations. 
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ShradhanjaliSpeed 
          Dating

To register: www.tinyurl.com/vcdating18
Organised by Vanik Council UK 

Vanik Council also provides a Matrimonial Register Service, please visit
www.vanikcouncil.uk 

Sunday 18th November 2018 11-4pm 
Navnat Centre, Printing House Lane, Hayes, UB3 1AR

Register & purchase tickets online: www.tinyurl.com/vcdating18 
Prices (+ fees): September - £21, October - £25 

 

Open to all Hindu & Jains 
Includes a vegetarian lunch 
No registration on the door 

For more information, contact: 
Ramesh Shah 

02084228988 / 07742045154 
speed.dating@vanikcouncil.uk
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In association with Countrywide Tax & Trust Corporation Ltd

CHJ ESTATE PLANNING LTD

• Wills • Lasting Power of Attorney
• Family Trusts • Wealth Preservation

• Probate

A professionally prepared plan to preserve, protect and pass on family wealth to your loved ones

For more information please call us on

02089528791
or email
chetan@chjestateplanning.co.uk

www.chjestateplanning.co.uk

CHJ Estate Planning Ltd
In Association With Countrywide Tax & Trust Corporation Ltd

CHJ Accountants Ltd
Chartered Certified Accountants

Chetan Parekh 
34 Longcrofte Road, Edgware, Middlesex, HA8 6RR.
Mob: 07956536116
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In association with Countrywide Tax & Trust Corporation Ltd

CHJ ESTATE PLANNING LTD

• Wills • Lasting Power of Attorney
• Family Trusts • Wealth Preservation

• Probate

A professionally prepared plan to preserve, protect and pass on family wealth to your loved ones

For more information please call us on

02089528791
or email
chetan@chjestateplanning.co.uk

www.chjestateplanning.co.uk

CHJ Estate Planning Ltd
In Association With Countrywide Tax & Trust Corporation Ltd

CHJ Accountants Ltd
Chartered Certified Accountants

Chetan Parekh 
34 Longcrofte Road, Edgware, Middlesex, HA8 6RR.
Mob: 07956536116

 

      

PROFESSIONAL WILL WRITING & ESTATE PLANNING 

          

Services provided by Balance Consultancy 

 Estate Planning  
 Will Drafting  
 Lasting Powers of Attorney 
 Trusts – by approved partners  
 Funeral plans – Golden Leaves & Golden Charter 
 Probate – by approved partners 
 Document / Will Storage                                             
 Talks to community groups 

                                          

 

 

 

 

 

‘It’s a Dead Cert, So Plan for It’ … Leave a Lasting Legacy NOT a Mess 

 

FREE information leaflets 
available. Literature on Wills 

and LPAs in Gujarati & English.  

While we have good health we rarely think about what would happen if 
we lost our mental capacity or indeed became very ill. This is 

becoming more and more common as our lives become complex and 
longer. Would it not be great if at the time of your greatest need, you 

have loved ones taking decisions on your behalf safely and legally? You 
can do just that by taking out Lasting Powers of Attorney (LPA) to 

cover Health and/or Finance. They are both different LPAs but equally 
important. A vital document for the times we now live in. LPAs can only 

be set up while you have adequate mental capacity.  

Contact Balance Consultancy for further details. 

 

Shandip Nathalal Shah ASWW, ACIB, MBA 

Tel: 020 3837 0099 or Mob: 07780 690432 
Office in Devonshire House, 582 Honeypot Lane, Stanmore, Middlesex.HA7 1JS. 

Email: shandip@balanceconsultancy.co.uk 
Web: www.balanceconsultancy.co.uk   

Evening & Weekend appointments available. 
Gujarati spoken fluently 

Home visits available 

We are delighted to be 
supporting St Luke’s for 

2018. £5 from every 
Will drafted goes to    

St Luke’s Hospice 

 

 
Will your savings protect you against rising funeral costs? 

Few of us enjoy discussing, or even thinking about, the day we are 
no longer around.  However, more and more of our clients are now 
coming to realise that planning and paying for their funeral 
arrangements in advance makes perfect sense. 

 Protection against rising funeral costs 
 Funeral Directors costs set at today’s prices 
 Acceptance guaranteed with no intrusive medical 

checks 
 Flexibility on both funeral choices and payment options 
 Peace of mind by helping to remove some of the 

financial burden and emotional stress from your loved 
ones. 
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For a free initial
consultation please
contact:

Ravi Juthani
+44(0)1923 634 255
ravi.juthani@hhllp.co.
uk

Offices

Milton Keynes
London
Watford

Registered to carry on audit work in the UK 
by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in 
England and Wales and authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority

All information provided in these articles 
are for illustrative purposes only and do not 
constitute advice given. 

One of the biggest reasons we build our 
businesses and invest sensibly is to 
ensure that our children can start their 
lives from a better position. 

There are however quite a few 
considerations and issues that need to be 
carefully thought out and planned ahead of 
time.

The biggest obstacle to overcome is 
inheritance tax. This is a 40% tax on your 
assets over £325,000 that you leave to your 
children and other relatives other than your 
spouse on death, however with timely 
planning this can be minimised.

The first and most obvious choice is to 
transfer your assets to your children at least 
7 years before death. The problem with this 
is two-fold. Unexpected deaths happen, and 
by giving your assets to your children you no 
longer have control over them, nor do you 
have any of your own income in the future.

Furthermore if you have rental properties in 
your personal name which you transfer to 
your children you will have to pay capital 
gains tax at 28% on the market value of the 
properties as well as the children being liable 
to Stamp Duty Land Tax if the properties 
have mortgages on them. 

There are a range of structures which can 
get round these issues but each situation is 
unique and so should be specifically tailored 
to each circumstance. 

Family Companies

Where your children have joined the family 
business, have learned the ropes and are 
ready to start taking over the running of it, 
you need to consider how much control you 
want to retain and when you want to leave 
the business altogether. 

The good news is that for inheritance tax 
purposes, provided the company is a trading 
company (i.e. it doesn’t just hold investments 
such as properties) these are eligible to get a 
100% relief on the value of the company.

You may however prefer for them to start 
having a stake in the business before then. 
There are several ways this can be done, for 
example using deferred shares but a great 
way of doing this using a tax efficient 
structure, whilst also incentivising them to 
continue growing the business is using 
Enterprise Management Incentive (EMI) 
share options. 

These allow you to set targets of any kind 
(time working in the business, increase in 
profits etc.) and as the children achieve each 
target they can acquire more shares in the 
company so they can slowly build up their 
share in the company. 

Coming Next Month

I’ll go through Making Tax Digital (MTD) for 
VAT registered companies, when it’s going 
to start and why it’s important to prepare for 
it now.

Succession Planning 
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journeys from the heart...
part of emeraldglobal

www.namaste.travel   020 7725 6765
For more details please call us or visit our website at 

namastetravelandtoursenquires@namaste.travel.co.uk    56 Baker Street, London W1U 7BU

Tailor - Made Holidays is our speciality

Tailor made Tours for Individuals and Groups

All prices quoted are per person, return international flights in Economy class and  4* or 5* Hotel accommodation on twin share basis.  
Prices are subject to availability and change. All prices include all taxes and prepaid charges at time of print. Terms and conditions apply*

*
*

• Dedicated team of Gujarati speakers 

   offering Excellent Customer Service 

• Well-travelled team with knowledge 

   of our destinations 

• Tailor made Honeymoon Packages 
• Cruise package deals
•  Classic and Scenic train journeys
• Our holidays are financially protected 

   through ABTA & ATOL (3676) bonding

Why book with Namaste Travel?Cruises

Get away from land, voyage by sea to  
stunning worldwide destinations

13 Days    from £1,735

Sri Lanka  Colombo, Sigiriya,
Anuradhapura, Dambulla, Matale, Kandy, 
Nuwara Eliya, Udawalawe,  Ratnapura & 
Ahungalla 

* 13 Days    from £1,975*

Myanmar  Yangon, Mandalay, 
Hsipaw, Iconic rail journey, Amarapura,  
Bagan, Pakkoku, Kalaw & Inle Lake

13 Days    from £2,250*

Malaysia Borneo
Kuala Lumpur, Sandakan, Kota Kinabalu
& Shangri-La’s Rasa Ria Resort

11 Days    from £2,470*

South Africa 
Cape Town, Oudtshoorn, Knysna,  
Johannesburg & Pretoria

14 Days    from £2,625*

India  
Mumbai, Nagpur, Pench, Kanha,  
Bandhavgarh, Khajuraho, Agra & Delhi

Japan  Tokyo, Kamakura, Yokohama 
Mt Fuji, Hakone, Nagoya, Hiroshima,
Miyajima, Kyoto & Nara

10 Days    from £3,850*

12 Nights    from £1,735
Peru  Lima, Arequipa, Colca, Puno,
Cusco, Sacred Valley & Machu Picchu

*
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Call us on 0207 290 0614 or email: tours@citibond.co.uk
For more detailed information, please visit our website

www.citibondtours.co.uk                         

Citibond Travel London Ltd (Head Office)
Freetrade House, Suite 28 & 29 Lowther Road, 
Stanmore, HA7 1EP
                         

Citibond Travel (Leicester branch)
47, Belgrave Road, Leicester, LE4 6AR                           

Citibond Travel (Queensbury branch)
8 Queensbury Station Parade,  
Edgware, HA8 5NP
                         

Yes?Look no further, Citibond Tours can offer all this and more

Tanzania Safari                 12 days

from
£2939

 Japan                                  12 days
was £3599 
now from

£3499

Jordan                                    8 days

from
£1589

South Africa  13 days

from
£2599

China 14 days

from
£2549

Citibond Tours
escorted group tours made for you 

Join us on a journey to amazing locations, discover 
genuine cultures and meet real local people 
around the world. All of our Escorted Tours are 
uniquely designed to give you an enjoyable and 
unforgettable travel experience with our team of 
experts taking care of you throughout your journey. 

  Sri Lanka                             12 days

       from
£1699

Kenya Safari                11 days

from
£1779

Myanmar           13 days

from
£2499

Let us take you on a journey......

Africa

6  
Discover some of the 

world’s finest cuisines?

1  
Would you like to travel 

to exotic worldwide 
destinations?

2  
Have everything on 

your holiday included 
in the price?

3  
With no hidden extras?

5  
Friendly tour guide to 
escort you throughout 

the journey?

Special tour offers 

Asia

Departs on:
2 Oct’18, 27 Nov’18 & 24 Feb’19

Departs on:
18 Nov’18 & 27 Jan’19

Departs on:
26 Nov’18, 23 Feb’19 & 28 Apr’19

Departs on:
25 Jan’19, 8 Mar’19 & 9 Nov’19

Departs on:
18 Nov’18, 3 Mar’19 & 4 Apr’19

Departs on:
10 Oct’18, 9 Mar’19 & 15 Jun’19

Cherry Blossom 

  Vietnam & Cambodia        16 days

from
£2399

Middle East

SAVE
£100

Why book with us 

• Worldwide quality tours
• Travel with like-minded people
• Services of tour guides
• No Hidden extras
• All hotels are hand selected
• Vegetarian cuisine available

Prices include return flights, accommodation, tour guide and transfers. Prices are subject to availability.

            Canadian Rockies 

North America

Departs on:
25 May’19 & 9 Sep’19

Australia & New Zealand

Departs on:
23 Mar’19, 27 Apr’19 & 14 Sep’19

Australasia

 21  
Days

 9  
Days

4  
In a group of  

like-minded people?

 

Departs on:
1 Apr’19 

Departs on:
1 Nov’18, 18 Jan’19 & 30 Mar’19

Departs on:
25 Nov’18, 21 Jan’19, 3 Feb’19 & 15 Mar’19


